is an international open access online journal published by the Public Library of Science. The periodical covers all science and medicine categories and has published as many as 28,852 documents from 2007 to 2011. PLOS ONE will be used to show the range of journal metrics and informetric methods regarding validity, practicability and informative value. To assess this data as specifically as possible and to address all relevant factors, the evaluation is split into five dimensions, each of which involves distinct metrics. The five dimensions are journal output, journal content, journal perception, journal citations and journal management. Each of them is pointed out in the process of the analyses, and all significant evaluation results are presented. The results show that PLOS ONE has experienced an enormous development. Because of a relatively low rejection rate of 31%, its openness towards a multitude of different research areas, an internationally large peer review community, and its open access, a plurality of documents can be published in comparison with a print-journal or other online periodicals. The results of the evaluation indicate that PLOS ONE should be assessed from numerous perspectives because there are a variety of indicators beyond the impact factor that can be made use of in order to evaluate exhaustively the standing of the journal as well as its prestige and impact.
Introduction
In order to make an appropriate and exhaustive analysis of the influence and impact of a scientific periodical, it is not sufficient to use one single metric. Instead, it is necessary to evaluate beyond the impact factor to incorporate various quantitative informetric indicators for its several dimensions into the assessment of a scientific journal (Moed 2005) . This paper focuses on the evaluation of the scientific online journal PLOS ONE (formerly PLoS ONE), investigating the research question how its standing in the scientific community is evaluated and whether there are different dimensions each having specific indicators of journal evaluation. Librarians, publishers, editors, scholarly authors, and the readership are among the stakeholders in journal evaluation, but all have diverse preferences in employing methods of journal evaluation (Haustein 2012) , and it is of interest which indicators of which dimension they consider as most significant.
PLOS ONE is a peer-reviewed open access journal published by the Public Library of Science since 2006. A substantial characteristic of the journal is its thematic scope which encompasses studies from any field of research concerning medicine as well as the broader area of science. A further distinctiveness is the journal's management with regards to the publication process since each submission passes an internal and external pre-publication peer review procedure and is hence not instantly rejected based on a potential thematic niche area or an insufficiency of perceived significance.
Methods
All 28,852 documents published in PLOS ONE during the 5-year-period between 2007 and 2011 have been extracted from Web of Science®. This data provides the basis for the evaluation. The data concerning the conducted evaluation has been collected as well as analysed multidimensionally, to demonstrate more fully the complex structures and aspects of the impact, prestige and position of PLOS ONE, and to assess the information and data obtained as specifically as possible. Based on Juchem, Schlögl, and Stock (2006) and Haustein (2012) , a framework of five dimensions of journal evaluation has been applied, in which each contains several metrics to analyse scientific periodicals from various perspectives, i.e. journal output, This section focuses on the assessment of the scientific journal PLOS ONE with regards to its publication output. The data set under evaluation has been limited to the Web of Science® coverage of the journal's publications between 2007 and 2011. Therefore, 28,852 documents have been analysed. As Tenopir and King (2009) described it, the electronic publishing and the notable growth of scientific communication have contributed to an increase of journal output and single indicator scores. For the purposes of this evaluation, the output of PLOS ONE has been analysed with respect to the frequency of publication, the number of issues published within one year, and the frequency of publication of various document types, as well as the average publication length.
Furthermore, the output of the journal is influenced by the contributing authors as the actual producers of the publication output. The evaluation can be conducted on a micro-, meso-, and macro-level, meaning that the contributing authors, institutions as well as countries can be analysed. Concerning the names of the contributing authors, it is quite difficult on account of the homonymy and synonymy problem to explicitly determine individual authors automatically (Smalheiser and Torvik 2009) . Hence, the investigation result regarding the contributing authors limits itself to the average number of authors per document as well as document type, and to contributing countries, which can be determined without any problems because of the fact that country names are controlled terms in the Web of Science® database.
Journal Content
This dimension includes evaluations of the thematic field of the journal and the topical focus during the examined time period. In general, the content of a journal is influenced significantly by the editors and the peer reviewers.
Too often a journal's decision to publish a paper is dominated by what the editors think is interesting and will gain greater readership -both of which are subjective judgments and lead to decisions which are frustrating and delay the publication of your work. PLOS ONE will rigorously peer-review your submissions and publish all papers that are judged to be technically sound. Judgments about the importance of any particular paper are then made after publication by the readership. (PLOS ONE 2013) Because PLOS ONE has an international peer review panel, and only rejects less than one third of all documents submitted, it generally does not exclude manuscripts on the basis of content. One characteristic feature of the journal is that it does not limit itself to a certain scientific field and permits publication of research on topics outside and between conventional science branches.
For analysing and illustrating PLOS ONE's journal content, the documents' topics have been extracted from the Web of Science® dataset and analysed with regards to their frequency and change from 2007 to 2011. By comparing the content across time, specific words can be revealed which have been the predominant subjects in the documents. Furthermore, progress and the emergence of research fields can be observed and described by analysing the content (Chen et al. 2008) . The assessment of the document titles was conducted with the free online tool 'Wordle.' A word cloud provides an illustrative impression of the major subjects of PLOS ONE's publications in which the font size of a word correlates with its frequency of occurrence (Peters 2009 ). Hence, a more frequently used word has a larger depiction in the word cloud.
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However, one has to be aware of the limitations. Uncontrolled vocabulary involves the risk of ambiguities. Furthermore, there is no isolation of synonyms and homonyms and a control for semantic relations is lacking (Haustein 2012) . The analysis of title terms is thus to be understood as a preliminary assessment of topics published in PLOS ONE over time. In addition, using the 'analyse results' function of the bibliographic database Scopus, the results for subject categories in the journal covering 2007 to 2011 were determined.
Journal Citations
The dimension of journal evaluation is concerned with the formal aspects of scientific communication, which becomes recognisable through citations. A citation is a transmission of information from a cited document to another citing document, which is there noted as a reference, whereas a reference is the bibliographic information in a document that reveals where the author has gained the information (Stock 2007) . Depending on the number of citations, the scholarly influence can be determined, generally considering that a large number of citations of a publication has a greater impact (Haustein 2012) . The evaluation of this dimension investigates the question of how often articles from PLOS ONE are cited, how the perception of the journal has developed over the years, which countries cite the journal the most, which other journals cite PLOS ONE the most, and which document types are mainly cited.
Within the evaluation of journal content, typical journal indicators have also been assessed. They include the impact factor, the immediacy index, the Eigenfactor, and article influence. The data were obtained from Journal Citation Report (JCR).The impact factor is the most common used informetric indicator, even though it is also controversial because of its problems regarding its construction and methodology. However, Garfield (1972) already highlighted that it is a basic indicator which means that it is a size-independent measure to compare the impact of a journal. "[It illustrates] citations received in one year for documents published in the two previous years." (Haustein 2012, 233) . The impact factor will help evaluating a journal's relative significance, especially when comparing it to other journals.
The immediacy index is a mean citation rate, similar to the impact factor, which is calculated annually by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) for those journals which it indexes. It refers to the number of citations the articles in a journal receive in a given year divided by the number of articles published (Haustein 2012) . The higher the immediacy index, the higher the speed of citation impact.
Weighted journal indicators have been analysed in order not to solely limit the citation impact to the number of received citations. The Eigenfactor score is subject to the journal's size and is a metric for the absolute weighted impact (Haustein 2012) . According to West, Bergstrom, and Bergstrom (2010) , the Eigenfactor score takes into consideration a citation timeframe of one year and a publication timeframe of five years, and it uses a damping factor of 0.85 to weight citations. As Bergstrom (2007) states, the Eigenfactor is the amount of time an arbitrary reader invests in a specific periodical based on the probability of being accessed through the list of references of other documents. In this context, the interconnectedness of the citation network is also relevant. A size-independent indicator is the article influence score (Bergstrom 2007) .
[It can be described as an average Eigenfactor per article and it is] defined as the sum of all weighted citations received in year y divided by the number of documents published in [the journal during the five preceding years]. (Haustein 2012, 267) An illustration of these indicators concerning PLOS ONE follows in the "Results and Discussion" section.
Journal Perception
Journal perception is a complex analytic field that is essential for a multidimensional assessment of the journal PLOS ONE. The focus of this dimension lies on the behaviour of the readership and how PLOS ONE is perceived by them. The following questions will be answered in this section: How often is the journal being read (number of downloads), how does the number of downloads correlate to the number of citations, and what documents are downloaded but not cited?
PLOS ONE is an online journal and the entire HTML usage data is available online since 2009 as article-level metrics including the amount of downloads of documents, usage of bookmarking sites, requests, notes, blogs, user comments, etc. These transparent global usage statistics have been analysed to address how often documents from PLOS ONE have been downloaded and how downloads compare to citations. Pearson's correlation coefficient has been employed to measure the linear dependence between both data sets. The metric can range from -1 to 1. A value of 1 suggests a positive linear equation
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which describes the relationship between both data sets optimally, with all data points lying on a line for which the one increases as the other increases (Hartung 1999) . If the value is 0, it signifies that there is no linear correlation between the variables.
Journal Management
This section focuses on different aspects related to the management of the journal by the publishers and editors and the peer-review process, which influence the reputation of the journal as well as its selection by authors and the readership (Haustein 2012) . Findings on the composition of the editorial board will be illustrated. The editorial board plays an important part in scholarly communication since it shapes the content of a journal and acts as a gatekeeper (Braun 2004) . To be able to make an assessment of the internationality of the editorial board, which stands for the quality of the management and the optimisation of the scientific quality of the journal, the names of the members of the editorial boards have been extracted from PLOS ONE's website (PLOS Editorial Board 2013) and were then analysed with regards to the author's nationality. Moreover, the review process and the time from submission to publication are analysed and aspects concerning the publishing market will be addressed.
Results and Discussion
The growth of scientific communication and scientific output correlates to a great extent with the progress in the field of research and development (Haustein 2012 . In the five years underlying this work for analysis, the journal PLOS ONE published a total of 28,852 documents in 60 issues, which makes 12 issues per year. Having a closer look at Figure 1 and the number of publications per issue in direct comparison from 2007 to 2011 it is immediately striking that 2011 stands out as an above-average productive year. Even though the time span under analysis has been limited to five years, a general increase of the publication output by ca. 1026% from 2007 to 2011 can be noticed for all publications. In 2007, PLOS ONE published 1,223 documents and in 2011 13,785. In 2008, it published 2,716 documents, more than twice as many as in the previous year, presumably because of increasing awareness of the journal, making it the largest open access journal globally (Konkeil 2011) . The following year, 4,405 documents were published and the journal became the third largest scientific journal globally. With a publication number of 6,723 documents, PLOS ONE became the largest scientific journal in the world in 2010 (Morrison 2011) . 2011 was an outstanding productive year recording a growth of 105% compared to the preceding year with a publication of 13,785 documents. According to Konkeil (2011) , roughly 1 in 60 of all articles indexed by PubMed for 2011were published in PLOS ONE.
The rising trend in the number of publications can be explained by the fact that PLOS ONE offers researchers a relatively high probability of acceptance of an article reflected in a rejection rate of just 31% of all submissions (PLOS ONE 2013) in comparison to other journals such as PLoS Medicine. In addition, a further positive aspect of PLOS ONE that influences authors as the producers of output is the relatively short duration of the review process lasting averagely 117.8 days from submitting a document until its publication. The relatively low number of publications in the summer months of June and July may be related to the summer break prevailing in all science disciplines when mainly conferences take place and consequently not much is published. August, September and October are then again stronger publication months, which can -amongst other things -be influenced by the scientific input from the conferences.
In the following paragraph, the findings with regards to the frequency of various document types are described. Each document type in a scientific journal serves another purpose. In PLOS ONE, three different document types were published from 2007 to 2011, namely review articles, editorial material and research articles. While 121 review articles summarised previous publications in order to outline the field of research and to demonstrate the greater context of single findings, 5 editorials, which were generally written by the editors of PLOS ONE, served as an introduction to a topic as well as a depiction of the nexus. Research articles are the most frequently published document type in the periodical with a total of 28,726 publications from 2007 to 2011. This document type alone accounts for about 99.6% of all publications of the journal in the period from 2007 to 2011. It primarily serves the dissemination and announcement of latest scientific knowledge through the presentation and discussion of new research results (Haustein 2012) .
Through this strong unilateral result of the distribution of document types, the focus and the aim of PLOS ONE becomes evident, namely to fulfil especially the information needs of readers who want to learn about current research and trends, and provide researchers with a platform to share their research with the scientific community. Furthermore, PLOS ONE is an online-only publi-
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cation which results in the fact that more documents than a print journal could contain can be published.
Moreover, the number of pages of a publication can also be measured empirically and attributed to journal output. The 28,852 analysed documents published in PLOS ONE between 2007 and 2011 have an average document length of 9.95 pages. The longest number of pages was a 55-page article which dealt with evolutionary biology and had the title "New Information on the Cranial Anatomy of Acrocanthosaurus Atokensis and Its Implications for the Phylogeny of Allosauroidea." The shortest published documents encompassed 2 pages. Variations in the length of documents may be because of the different topics covered.
PLOS ONE is a periodical which is interested in research reports from the entire field of science. When analysing the document length per document type, it becomes evident that the documents vary in length depending on the respective document type. While research articles comprise 9.9 pages on average, editorials average only 5.6 pages. However, reviews are the longest document type with an average of 11.7 pages, although they only account for ca. 0.4% of all publications. These differences can be based on the fact that each document type pursues a different purpose (see above).
The 28,852 documents computed from the Web of Science® data set were examined with respect to the number of authors. It becomes evident that an average of 6.77 authors was involved per document in the five years under evaluation. The number has increased annually, except in 2009. In 2008, an increase in the number of authors per publication could be recorded compared to 2007. This can be an effect of the increasing popularity of the journal. Striking, however, is the variation of the number of authors depending on the document type. Editorial material stands out with a number of averagely only 3.2 authors per document. The editorial is written by editors or authors of PLOS ONE, a major collaboration of different authors is thus not prevailing.
On a macro-level, the evaluation of the countries contributing to PLOS ONE has revealed that researchers across the world contribute to the journal, which thus has an international focus and is not limited to its publishing country of origin, the United States.
However, the United States was the country with the most contributing authors as can be seen in Figure 2 . The United States had three times as many publications as the second-placed England. Germany is in third place in the international ranking in terms of the contributing institutions. Although Germany is not an English-speaking country, it is among the world's leading countries in the field of medicine and biotechnology research, which may explain the third position. Moreover, it is noticeable that 14 of the top 25 countries were European countries whereas 7 were Asian. Overall the distribution of papers per country reflected the common output per country in science and medicine, although the United States was exceptionally strong. 
The analysis of PLOS ONE title terms found a correspondence of the main focuses of the subject categories from the website PLOS ONE (namely biochemistry, cell biology, genetics and genome research, infectious diseases, neuro science). It became obvious that, in the course of the years, initial hot topics were still treated consistently in 2011 (compare Figure 3 to Figure 4 ). However, it is striking that the term 'cancer' increasingly became the subject matter of publications. Also, publications dealing with 'cells' and 'study' gained further importance. A decrease of articles on the subject of 'malaria' and 'evolution' was, however, evident.
From the results based on subject categories, it became apparent that articles in PLOS ONE cover the following areas of science equally: biochemistry, genetics and molecular biology, agricultural science and life science as well as medicine. Other PLOS journals like PLOS Medicine, PLOS Genetics, PLOS Biology, PLOS Pathogens, are by contrast limited to specific disciplines and do not encompass the entire range of themes that are published by PLOS ONE. The immense scientific output is also because of that aspect.
The number of publications has increased steadily over the years 2007 to 2011. However, this is not automatically associated with a simultaneous increase in the number of citations. From 2007 to 2009, the number of citations has increased, while from 2009 to 2011 it has decreased (see Table 4 ). In 2007, each publication was cited 21.3 times on average. As to be expected because of On the question in which country PLOS ONE is most perceived it was found that the number of citations from the United States has been very high for the entire fiveyear period. This could result from the fact that the majority of scientists citing PLOS ONE are located in the United States. Besides, the output of the journal is also very high in the United States. From the first section dealing with journal output it has become clear that the United States comes in on the top of the publishing countries. In comparison to other countries, the number of citations from the United States is more than three times as high with a number of 10,808 citations compared to England coming in second place with a number of 2,758 citations in 2007 (see Figure 5 and Table 1) .
One striking aspect is that the shape of the curve relating to the number of citations reflects the shape of the curve relating the number of citations from the United States and all other countries except Germany. In Germany, the number of citations has increased to 10,807 in 2011 and hence it is not declining but even surpasses the number of citations from the United States which only has a total of 7,028 citations (see Figure 5) .
Within the scope of the evaluation of journal citations, an analysis of which sort of publication with regards to the document type was perceived most has also been made. As was pointed out in the first section, 28,726 articles, 5 editorials und 121 reviews were published in PLOS ONE. The large number of articles was accompanied by a high number of citations. As shown in Table 2 , articles have been cited 169,791 times which makes an average number of citations per article of 5.9. Considering the relation of publications and citations for reviews, it was found out that the average number of citations is 4.6. Although there are only 121 reviews, they have been cited 559 times. Therefore, the relation of the number of publications and the number of citations is essential for calculating the average number of citations. With 5 publications that have been cited 17 times, the editorial material has an average number of citations of 3.4. In the synopsis, it can be found that articles are still perceived best. However, the other document types are also relatively well perceived.
Furthermore, an evaluation was conducted to determine which other scientific journals cite PLOS ONE. 2010 was the year in which PLOS ONE was on average cited the most by other journals. In the top 10 of the PLOS ONE citing journals is just one other PLoS journal, PLoS Genetics, in eighth place with 451 citations, more than twice as Table 3 ). Generally, journals with a narrow thematic field have a smaller impact factor than periodicals covering a broader scientific area. The higher the impact factor, the higher the prestige and significance a journal has. However, the impact factor is not an indicator for quality.
In addition, the immediacy index has been analysed, the results of which can be seen in Table 3 . Since PLOS ONE publishes twelve issues per year, a higher number of citations can add up for a current year (Tomer 1986 ). Table 3 ). As stated before, the Eigenfactor depends on the size of the journal and since PLOS ONE's number of publications has increased in 2011, the Eigenfactor score has increased as well. It becomes evident that the article influence score correlates with the impact factor. In 2009, the article influence score in PLOS ONE was 1.92. In the following year it slightly increased to 1.94, but in 2011 the article influence score decreased to 1.79. The high increase in the number of publications in the journal also plays a role and has to be taken into consideration when looking at the article influence scores from 2009 to 2011. Analysing PLOS ONE's article-level metrics, it becomes apparent that the number of downloads has increased from 4,742,508 in 2007 to 15,171,181 in 2011 (see Table 4 ). It is striking, however, that the average number of downloads per publication has steadily decreased from an average of 3877.77 downloads in 2007 to 1100.56 downloads in 2011. This trend could be a result of the large number of publications which also have enormously increased over the years.
When comparing the download numbers in relation to the number of citations it becomes evident that the number of downloads in 2007 was 182 times as high as the number of citations in the same year (see Table 4 ). In the following year, the relation is nearly identical. However, in 2009 the number of downloads is 232 times as high as the amount of citations. In 2010, the number of publications rapidly increases. The number of downloads, with a total of 12,325,505, is 355 times as many as the number of citations. In 2011, the number of downloads was 998 times as many as the number of citations. Pearson's correlation coefficient regarding the citation and download data has a value of 0.34. While the cumulative number of downloads increased over the years, the number of citations has decreased since 2009.
The evaluation of the 25 most downloaded documents in comparison to the number of citations shows that huge variations are possible between downloading and actual scientific use via citations. The document that was downloaded the most was only cited two times in Web of Science® whereas the document being at the 24 th position in the download rankings was cited 145 times. The most downloaded article was about fellatio by fruit bats which is said to prolong copulation time. Many people will have downloaded this article out of curiosity. One could conclude that the title of a publication has an immense impact on the behaviour of the readership. However, while it might be an interesting topic to read, further scientific research might be not as great. The article which was downloaded 45,545 times and cited 145 times is about how a low dose of dietary resveratrol partially mimics caloric restrictions and retards aging parameters in mice. The content of this publication is subject to a scientific discipline that has large funds and strong investors since research and the discovery of remedies against aging are of utmost importance to the pharmaceutical-and cosmetics industries.
PLOS ONE is a unique journal since it is among those journals which buck the global market's trend for scholarly journal publishing to be operated by commercial companies like Elsevier:
PLoS is a non-profit organisation of scientists and physicians committed to making the world's scientific and medical literature a freely accessible public resource. (PLOS ONE 2013) The Public Library of Science has been publishing the periodical PLOS ONE as an open access peer-reviewed The scope of a journal's influence is of great significance in authors' decisions in choosing an appropriate journal for their respective publications. For readers it is also necessary to be aware of the thematic field of the journal. PLOS ONE tries to attract a large group of readers and authors in its self-portrait regarding its scope. "[PLOS ONE] features reports of original research from all disciplines within science and medicine" (PLOS ONE 2013). Because PLOS ONE does not exclude papers on the basis of subject field, the journal allows for the discovery of the relations between papers whether within or between disciplines (PLOS ONE 2013).
Within the realm of the journal's scope, it can be highlighted that PLOS ONE received the Publishing Innovation Award of the Association for Learned and Professional Society Publishers in 2009 (Binfield 2009 ). The prize is awarded as a sign of appreciation for a ground-breaking approach to any facet of publication.
PLoS ONE from the Public Library of Science […] combines the traditional values of the journal with innovative online features to create an inclusive and efficient publication channel. It is bold and successful and shaping the future of publishing. (Binfield 2009) The findings demonstrate that the journal is managed internationally. As can be seen in Figure 6 , most editors originate from the United States (1,336 editors), followed by United Kingdom with significantly fewer editors (260 editors). Germany is in third position with 192 editors. France has 175 editors, followed by Canada with 143 editors, Australia with 131 editors, Italy with 113 editors, Spain with 101 editors, China with 59 editors, and finally Brazil with 58 editors. Zsindely, Schubert, and Braun (1982) state that a minimum of five countries must be represented by members of the editorial board for a journal to be international. In the first four years following its launch, the periodical employed over 35,000 external peer reviewers (Laloup 2010) . With over 3,000 academics from 44 countries represented on the editorial board, a clear international influence and attraction can be observed.
It is rather often the case that a journal's decision to publish a manuscript is subject to the editor's attitude and his assessment whether the document will gain great readership. PLOS ONE, however, thoroughly peer-reviews any submission. Then, all documents that are assessed to be formally flawless are accepted. An evaluation on the significance of a document is made by the reviewers (Bingham 2012 ).
[When a document has passed the quality check, it is sent to a] member of the editorial board, who takes responsibility as the academic editor for the submission. (PLOS ONE 2013) The latter is accountable for carrying out the peer-review process and for accepting or rejecting a manuscript (PLOS ONE 2013). 95.8% of the documents accepted for publication were sent for reassessment by external experts. 4.2% of documents are reconsidered by the editors themselves. PLOS ONE publishes approximately 69% of all submissions, after review by, on average, 2.8 experts (PLOS ONE 2013) . Only 31% of the submitted documents are rejected. PLOS ONE's acceptance rate hence is 69% and thereby essentially higher than any other PLoS journal.
An analysis of the 50 most cited documents shows that it takes an average of 117.88 days until a document is published. The publication delay, i.e. the time between submission and publication (Amat 2008) , takes only little time compared to other journals. As can be seen in Table  5 , from submission to acceptance 82.6 days pass on average. From acceptance to publication only 35.28 days pass.
PLOS ONE is an open access journal. According to Linde and Stock's (2011) classification of open access, PLOS ONE mainly follows the silver road, meaning that authors pay a publication fee which partly covers expenses including peer review, journal production, online hosting and archiving, so that the journal can continue to provide open access. The Creative Commons Attribution Licence is applied to all publications in the periodical. As a consequence, all authors retain ownership of the copyright for their respective publications. However, any download, reuse, reprint, alteration, distribution, and/or replication of articles is permitted as long as the original authors and sources are cited (Linde and Stock 2011 ).
An immediate and free provision of a document is guaranteed because of the author-pays model. PLOS ONE charges authors US $1,350 to publish a document, an amount which has not been raised since August 2009 (PLOS Publish 2013). It was not until 2010 that PLOS ONE covered its operational costs without making a loss (Jerram 2011). The immense journal output and increase of number of publications can be regarded as the reason for the surplus.

Conclusion
In the context of this empirical study, 28,852 publications in PLOS ONE from 2007 to 2011 have been the subject of the analysis of the scientific periodical. It was shown that it does not suffice to make use of only one single metric to be able to do an adequate and entire investigation of the influence of this scientific journal. For the assessment of the prestige, scope, effect and impact of PLOS ONE, it is rather necessary to employ several quantitative, informetric indicators for various starting points as well as aspects and consequently to evaluate multidimensionally.
For the evaluation of PLOS ONE, five dimensions have been used within which aspects and questions were subsumed and then examined empirically. These dimensions are journal output, relating to the actual publication output, journal content, involving the thematic scope of PLOS ONE, journal citations, assessing the received citations and therewith the impact of scholarly communication, journal perception and usage, implying an analysis of the readership, as well as journal management, covering all aspects relating to the management of PLOS ONE by publishers and editors. In this paper, each section has considered one of the five facets of evaluating PLOS ONE and different informetric indicators have been applied.
In the course of this study it has become apparent that PLOS ONE is not a traditional journal. It has experienced an enormous development, taking into account that it is a relatively recent periodical and has increasingly high publication numbers. This trend is due to the fact that PLOS ONE is built on several conceptually different ideas compared to traditional peer-reviewed scientific publishing in that it does not use the perceived importance of a paper as a criterion for acceptance or rejection. PLOS ONE leaves it to the scientific community to ascertain importance since papers will be made available for community-based open peer review containing online commentary, discussion, and rating by more than 3,000 editors from the editorial board and over 35,000 external peer reviewers (MacCallum 2006) . Furthermore, PLOS ONE is open to documents from all scientific disciplines. Traditionally, journals limit the thematic extent of papers too strictly. It does not restrict itself to a specific scientific area in an effort to facilitate publications on topics outside or between traditional science areas. Because of its nature as an online-only publication the journal can publish more documents than a periodical in print. A further feature of PLOS ONE is the This analysis has revealed that there are numerous perspectives from which PLOS ONE can be assessed and there are a variety of indicators beyond the impact factor that can be made use of in order to fully evaluate the standing of the journal as well as its prestige and impact.
